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INTERMISSION #99
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA, but thish also for the Worldcon 
Order Of Faneds and a few other innocent victims, due to interesting - I hope you think so! - 
sf&fandom history stuff. BTW, follow @SFJournalen's newstweets from Nordic 
sf/fantasy/horror/fandom on Twitter! 42 years of covering fanews. Do typo distancing and 
don't leave your eyetracks around! Early August 2020.

 CORONIALLY
In last issue I covered the amazing movie "Space Invasion of Lapland". It so happens that I'm now 
sitting in a cottage in Lapland writing this! Corona's fault. For Lapland trips I hitch a ride with my 
brother. This year he intended to go to Switzerland with my sporting nephew on a little training camp, 
but just days before leaving the Swiss decided Swedes - despite corona figures now in single digits - 
must quarantine to get in. So he went for Lapland instead and I joined. We have our late grandma's 
house here in the little village Bellvik (see map). As I covered my Lapland trips 2018 and 2019 in #75 
and #87 and in #98 the "Space Invasion of Lapland" flick (map shows where much of it was shot) I 
don't feel a pressing urge to write more now about Lapland. Ask me for those issues if you're 
interested. Not much is happening here anyway, except we saw a reindeer by the roadside today. 
Lapland feels far from the corona scare. Mosquitoes are a bigger annoyance!
  Instead there'll be more history stuff from the Stockholm Royal Library newspaper archive, as in the 
last few issues. The Swedish national library temporarily let their digitised newspaper archive be 
open on-line  for two months this spring- usually you go there and sit by a terminal - to compensate 
for the library being corona-closed. So I spent a lot of time researching sf, fandom and related stuff 
from old newspapers, thousands ot them from the 1600s and on, totalling 80+ million pages. (Their 
OCR doesn't work well on the really old-style old-style typefaces, which limits the scope. Texts 

become readable from the 1800s and on.) I feel it's my duty to 
sf&fandom history to report interesting stuff found!
  As usual, I reproduce the articles as illos which Nordic readers can 
read (just magnify, though it may be a bit blurry -  I must limit  the file 
size!) and for other readers I'll make translations and/or summaries of 
essential parts. I hope you like it. Some of the material is rather 
unique, which is the reason I'll mail expand distribution a little, also to 
WOOF. I also want to make a plug for the oldest electronic APA 
around. New members welcomed! If you have something mildly 
interesting to say, know your way around a keyboard and find the 
"Save as PDF" command in your word processor - join! It's free. 
Contact me or OE garth.van.spencer@gamil.com if you have any 
questions.
  But first some corona notes. I know it's boring beyond belief, but the 
world having a bit of a crazy apocalypse can't pass without comments.

Besides, old Sweden has an interesting take on the virus...
--Ahrvid Engholm 

LIES, DAMN LIES & CORONA STATISTICS
You should be very careful when using statistics. That's especially true when it comes to the corona 
situation. For instance: the number of "confirmed cases" is most of all only a measure of how much 
you have tested, and the number of fatalities relies heavily on your definition of "corona death" and 
the reporting practices, which vary widely from country to country. Not to mention that the figures are 
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in many cases doctored (no pun intended) for political 
reasons. For instance, I find it very likely that the real figures
for China and Russia are much higher than the official ones 
- to make the communist party and Putin, respectively, look 
better. And the US is a mess, with 50 states all doing their 
own races, and elections coming up in which politicians 
want to shine. And the US health system is so fractured that
the figures probably miss a lot, like corona fatalities at 
home, in institutions, among immigrants, the uninsured. (We
know that NY state at one point had to add many thousands

to their statistics, when they realised all they had missed. And there're 49 other states!)
  When I see articles like the one in New York Times I just sigh...a gross exaggeration, shallow 
analysis and misrepresentation. It may come from the urge to vindicate the local much stricter 
measures. New York had a very tough lockdown. As I have noted before, the Swedish epidemic 
results while not being the "best" have been unexcitingly average. And that's without a lockdown! 
More than half a dozen nations have done much worse, all of them more or less incarcerating the 
entire population. And for fatalities it seems US as a whole, Brazil and others are on their way to 
overtake Sweden's modest averageness. Our Nordic neighbours have been struck milder, but that's 
in all likelihood due to having a minimal initial spread of the virus. Sweden have more immigrants and
had school breaks late February, early March and millions travelled abroad. To this we have that 
Swedish figures are likely very inflated, counting mostly deaths with the virus, not from it.
 Economic and other secondary damages, while not absent will at least be much milder here. The 
Swedish economy is calculated to shrink by 6-7% - mostly because important export markets are hit 
badly - which is half or less than half of the figures for most other industrial nations. And in the UK 
medical experts calculate that there will be 50 000 excess deaths in cancer, due to cancelled or 
delayed diagnostics and treatments. That's more for cancer alone - other diseases uncounted - than 
the presently ca 45 000 British corona fatalities! Lockdowns have effects on unemployment, domestic
violence, mental health and suicides, depression, drug use and alcohol... Some of that will come here
too, but I'm sure not being a prisoner in your home for three months is helpful. Very helpful, in fact!
  The only reliable corona death statistics are what is called "excessive deaths". Statisticians have 
noted that death figures for the same periods of a year are strikingly similar every year. As people are

either alive or dead, without room for difference of opinion on causes, any variations can be ascribed 
to external factors - as the corona epidemic in this case. See the graph from 
https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps
  Sweden lies on the same level as lockdown-Switzerland, though effects lasted a little longer, and is 
way, way below lockdown-Spain and lockdown-England. At the epidemic's spike the excessive 
deaths in Sweden was 13% above normal, while a bit slower to subside it just means tackling things 
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earlier and most likely having much less trouble later. The present figure in July is in fact within the 
limits if normal variations, ie the excessive deaths are as for a normal flu. I made a little calculation of 
Swedish excess deaths March-June, and found them to be ca 1800 rather than the official figure of 
5400. It seems media and many papers have got things wrong. If
Google translate works see https://translate.google.com/translate?
sl=sv&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.freelists.org%2Fpost%2Fskriva
%2FStarkt-verdrivna-coronasiffror-tycks-det You need to subtract 65%
from Swedish corona deaths to get deaths from not just with the virus,
if the excessive death numbers are correct. "Cautionary tale"? Really?
This New York paper wants to comfort its readers, who were locked up
for three months in an overreaction to a virus can't eradicate, only
temporarily slow down. We now hear about regions, states and
countries being forced to go back into lockdown. They suppressed the
virus so hard that immunity became minimal, freed quarantine
prisoners invaded bars and beaches, and the little bugger just bounced back. Chances are that won't 
happen here and there's no lockdown to go "back" to. Note though, we should wait 1-2 years until the
corona bug is gone, to finally evaluate what did and didn't work and what real numbers are. 
  On the latest twice-weekly press conference - daily ones are deemed unnecessary -  state 
epidemiologist Dr Anders Tegnell said that Sweden can now count on a comfortable level of herd 
immunity, due to what is called T-cell immunity. That's from the fast, general immune system, which 
however doesn't leave or rely on anti-bodies. He also estimated (a seasoned scientist, fighting 
viruses in Africa etc for many years!) that those having had the virus will be immune for at least six 
months. But next Nobel banquet will be cancelled. The separate price ceremony may be without an 
audience, but it's not clear yet. It's mostly due to that the infection status of all international guest may
be uncertain. Most Swedes will be OK, probably long before the Nobel Day in December.
  Dr Tegnell has earlier explained that the Swedish measures have always been the usual ones 
based on experience: hand hygiene, social distancing, don't visit the elderly, stay at home if the 
slightest ill (work from home if possible), close schools only for older students, and so on. Locking up 
people is unnecessary, maybe useful only in extreme cases for short periods so that the medical 

systems can prepare. Masks are a tricky thing. The effects of them 
are actually questionable, since they may give a false sense of 
security. They won't stop you at all from getting infected (Nota 
Bene!) and while they may stop sneeze droplets, it is much worse if 
they make you forget keeping distancing and even to go out on town
when you don't feel 100% healthy.
  The Swedish strategy have always been the standard for fighting 
an epidemic, but then "the rest of the world suddenly became crazy,"
Dr Tegnell said. But politicians wanted to show "strength", fooled by 
faulty epidemic models since proved wrong. Result: economy and 
people's non-virus related health suffer a disastrous blow.
  An odd end note. Since i's still important to wash your hands, keep 
your distance to others and so on, the wonderful Baltic island of 
Gotland, a popular vacation destination, has found a new method to 
remind visitors: medieval knights! They have recruited a local 
medieval re-enactment society to move around in their armour, on 
their horses, and remind people about the virus:
  "Keep twain cubits away, Sire, or the Black Death will fall upon 
you!" 

The Corona Knights of Gotland!

RIP Jean-Pierre "Laigle" Moumon 
1947-2020, heart attack. French sf 
expert, enthusiast, good friend from
many sf cons. Adieu, mon ami!
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FANSCIENT CONUNDRUMSFANSCIENT CONUNDRUMS
Time to go back in time, to the old scriptures in the form of the highly intelligent newspapers and their 
hard-working reporters! Once more, some findings from the newspaper archive of the Royal Library 
in Stockholm. What marvels will be unearthed? What old mysteries will be unraveled? Will there be 
the secret recipe for corflu? Will we learn who sawed Courtney's boat? Come along and find out!
  First a little thing I can't remember seeing at the time it was published. I wrote an editorial in the 
Nova SF magazine in 1985, with advice to sf authors. Morning paper Dagens Nyheter commented 
upon it April 13, 1985:

ADVICE TO SF WRITERS. "To you who write", writes editor Ahrvid
Engholm in an editorial in the latest issue of sf magazine Nova. It
seems Nova gets a lot of short stories from its readers, and
Engholm has in this issue decided to give some advice to his
enthusiastic but perhaps not so accomplished submitters. It's a nice
little article by a seasoned but still optimistic editor. Engholm has to
start from scratch: You must write with cleaned types... The advices
are wise and constructive: most must be re-written - try to spell
correctly - the start is important. Ahrvid Engholm is also a friend of
the logical ending. Most claimed surprise endings are far from
surprising. And he ask readers to avoid endings where "the sun
turns into a nova", a giant explosion that ends  both characters and
plots. "A good sf author only lets the sun explode when it's needed",
Engholm maintains."

Well, I think I can still stand behind all of that. I sound like a very experienced author, though I at the 
time had only had two short stories published in Jules Verne Magasinet (and a handful in fanzines). I 
had of course been writing for many years. I think I must have submitted my first story attempt to 
Sam J Lundwall of JVM around 1978 or something. I have always written short story fiction, beside 
writing non-fiction articles and books, fanzine pieces and all kinds of stuff, even poetry. Over the 
years I've had an estimated 100+ short stories published professionally or semi-professionally (the 
difference is sometimes academic....) and have always been interested in the art of writing. I have 
written an unpublished book on writing short stories (I'm not satisfied with it, it needs polishing, so I 
haven't tried it with any publisher) and had the writers' E-mail list SKRIVA running since 1997. I don't 
have an enormous output, maybe only 2-4 short stories per year and it's only short stories. I have 
only written half a  novel (the infamous heavy tuckerised crime fiction parody Brotherhood of Blood, 
hacked out during a weekend together with David Nessle, who wrote the other half) and a couple of 
novellas. I like short fiction best.
  But enough about me. Beside writing
and fiction, much around science fiction
is about space. And I'm not really
surprised that it's the topic the first time
Arthur C "Ego" Clarke is mentioned in
Swedish newspapers. We find a short
article in Dagens Nyheter again, May
28 1950:

Moon rocket researcher's dream for
 Russian planetary offensive.     

It's possible the the Russians will be the
first to reach the Moon. They work
intensively on that project, perhaps with a triumphant Russian 'occupation' of the planet as an aim, says the 



English scientist Arthur C Clarke. He bases his theory on information from the Soviet scientific world, eg stated
in Russian journals. During later years the Russians have also been augmented by several skilled German 
scientists who are working on the project. Clarke is the one leading English research in the field. He counts on 
that he himself will be able to take part in the first Moon trip within 20 years, he says. Short excursions into 
space will be common within ten years. Space flight is now at the stage where ordinary flight was 40 years 
ago. You "only" need to increase the speed of rocket fivefold to 40 000 km/h to conquer Earth's gravity, and 
this is no longer considered impossible. And then the trip to the Moon will take less than four days, according 
to Clarke's optimistic calculations.

For Arthur C himself hoping to get to the moon was a bit
optimistic, but otherwise he wasn't that far off in his
assessments. He was chairman of the British
Interplanetary Society which had made a detailed study of
how to build a British moon rocket (thus "leading English
research in then field"...). He was absolutely correct with
assuming that the Soviets would take the lead in the space
race early on. He must have had good sources.
  Atomic bombs is also something sf authors have been
writing about, even before Hiroshima. Sweden also wanted
to catch that train, at least in the beginning, as we could
read in Söderhamns Tidning as early as November 16
1945...

SWEDEN CAN ALSO MAKE ATOMIC BOMBS
Just before his trip to London, invited by the 
English academy of science professor Manne 
Siegbahn said in an interview that he'd be able 
to make an atomic bomb within three months. 
We have asked this question to one of our 
foremost experts on explosives and he was 
somewhat sceptical to professor Siegbahn's 
promise about three months, but otherwise he 
confirms what the professor says.
  "I don't understand why the secret of the 
atomic bomb should be such an issue," he 
says. "The atomic bomb is no secret and how 
one can be constructed is known by scientists 
in the whole world. For us in Sweden it would 
only be a matter of starting an industry to take 
care of production, and we could produce 
atomic bombs in long lines.
  "How long would it take?"
  "Professor Siegbahn's promise of three 
months would only be a laboratory item, but in 
on an industrial scale production could start 
within the same number of years. America is in
the lead here, because the production was 
speeded up there to reach an end of the war, 
but Swedish experts could have reached just 
as far, the problem only being to realise it in 
practice, but as it wasn't needed it could wait.
  "There wouldn't be any obstacles for this 
production, as long as the resources where 
there?"
  "No, the machines must be built but it will as a

Rocket to the stars, according to artist "Lon"!
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lot of other production take some time. We know how the bomb shall be built, and other little details that 
appears will be solved during construction. In case that will happen."

Who this explosives expert is isn't said. It may be the case that the basic principles of creating an 
atomic chain reaction was known to a lot of scientists, but it seems the guy underestimates the 
problems with obtaining U235 or handling plutonium... Building atomic bombs in three months! It 
sounhds like it's just being some sort of firecrackers.
  And it was already from the beginning clear how these firecrackers were to be used: you'd put them 
on rockets and throw them half-way into space to hit the cities and industries of the enemy. As said in
this article in Dagens Nyheter, November 12 1945:

PHANTOM WEAPONS FOR USA
Atomic projectiles from "space ships"
The head of the US Air Force, general
Arnold, says that the US Air Force should
have such an efficient spying and
intelligence organisation that they in
peace time can make complete and
modern plans for destroying cities and
industrial and military objects in any
possible enemy state with atomic bombs
and other weapons. This is evident from
the general's official report to the war
secretary Paterson regarding US Air
Force 1945 operations. "V2 is a weapon
type ideal for transporting atomic
explosives, since it would be very difficult
to find any efficient defence against it,"
Arnold writes. "If any defence is
developed against such projectiles which
moveswith 4500 km/h, we must be ready
to launch it from closer to target, give it a
shorter flight time and make it more
difficult to discover and destroy. We must
be ready to launch it from unexpected
directions. That can b e done with real
'space ships' that can operate from
outside Earth's atmosphere. It is already
now almost possible to construct such

crafts, and
technical
research
will certainly
be able to
do it within
foreseeable
future." The
general
openly
discusses the possibility of a new war and writes: "With the present equipment an
enemy air power may without prior warning penetrate all perceivable defences."

In previous issues I've talked about Sture Lönnerstrand (1919-1999), a 
pioneer of Swedish sf. Other pioneer were the Semitjovs, in fact two 
pioneers, the father author Vladimir and his son author and space 
journalist Eugen (whom I knew very well). The Semitjovs fled Russia after 
the revolution and came to Sweden after a complicated journey through eg
Turkey. Vladimir Semitjov (1882-1939) wrote fine sf novels and lots of 
short stories and articles in Swedish magazines and newspapers, of all 

VladimirSemitjov's first (rather 
good!) sf novel from 1936. 
When the title refers to "mil", it's 
the "Swedish mile" ´= 10 km.



types but much of it science fiction. Eugen Semitjov (1923-1987), born in Sweden 
after the family had arrived, first became an accomplished illustrator, working for Jules
Verne Magasinet and then creating the sf comics Allan Kämpe published in several 
countries. Then he became an author and space journalist, writing about the coming 
space age long before it became a reality, finally winning the Grand Prize of 
Journalism, a Swedish Pulitzer, for his fine material.
  One of the first examples of Vladimir's activities I find is from an advert in Aftonbladet
March 10 1926, for #11 of the magazine Allt för alla, which says the issue will have 
the story by "WL" (sic!) Semitjov named "24-25, a future fantasy". This is about the 
same time the genre got going in the US with the start of Amazing Stories - so 
Vladimir was early on to it. The ad also mentions that the magazine will have 
"information about Europe's radio stations and their wavelengths" - the new futuristic 
technology, the “wireless "Internet” of its time. I can't find Valdimir's story, since the 
newspaper archive doesn't cover magazines. But I found for instance the short story 
"Avatism", a Dr Jekyll Mr Hyde tale of sorts, by him in Aftonbladet, August 27 1933, 

which you'll find on next full page. (It's a challenge to run it. The original is a full tabloid page, but here
it has to be reproduced smaller, which makes the text extra blurry... Too long to summarise, sorry.) Sf 
historian Bertil Falk has through the years collected many of Vladimir's short stories and estimates he

must have written hundreds of them!
  His Swedish Wikipedia page also mentions around 15 books, some apparently 
mainstream, some non-fiction but also the sf novels - and I translate the titles - 
430 000 000 km through Space (see ill), Towards Fading Suns and The Lost 
Aeroplane (https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Semitjov if you can make out the 
Swedish text). As he was an engineer by trade it's no wonder he was interested in 
science, space and such things. He for instance also wrote the non-fiction book 
How the Universe is Arranged.
  A review of 430 000 000 km Through Space is worth looking into, a rather 
appreciative piece  from Dagens Nyheter, November 19 1963, "Jules Verniade". 
Some excerpts:

He knows his space and physics, but doesn't go into deep explanations on how it's 
possible for Dr Sternborn's strange giant torpedo to cruise between the planets. This is 
Semitjov's strength as an adventure author, he never stops the story for quasi-science 
babble but lets the story run in new fresh adventures. Another advantage of this 
adventure-spinner is his total lack of the usual, banal love story. Everything here is 
adventure and excitement. … You can experience how it feels to get lost on the Moon 
with 24h of air left in your breathing apparatus, you go through a violent wild fire on Venus
- where the grass is light blue - a rather unpleasant place BTW, where you always run the
risk of encountering relatives to Earth's fortunately extinct dinosaurs, and finally you get 
insights into the cultural dusk on Mars, where the proletariat seems to be really at 
disadvantage, as the upper class already at birth removes their cognitive abilities. Giving 
a wink to older readers, Semitjov BTW also notes how Mars already a long time ago had 
a very extreme birth control. As you can see, "430 000
000 km in Space" isn't only full of imaginative, exciting
adventures, it also has much new, valuable information
for the reader.

  A part of this exciting novel was also read in radio, a half hour reading by Fritiof 
Billquist, March 5 1937 (right).
  It is worth noting is that while he learned Swedish for everyday use, he never felt 
comfortable writing it, so he wrote everything in Russian and had to split the 
money with a translator. Still, he apparently managed to make a living. What I 
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hadn't realised is that he became a minor celebrity in his new homeland. In
1935 he took part in honouring Sweden's at the time most famous actor,
Gösta Ekman, after a performance at the Vasa Theatre, and it appears in the
papers as in Svenska Dagbladet, March 3 1935:

Gösta Ekman Receives a Thank You Oration
Grand Celebrations at Saturday's Fejda performance …
Author Vladimir Semitjov steps forth and according to Russian customs delivers an
artistic oration with thanks from friends and admirers of Gösta Ekman's art. A lady
from the Russian colony in Stockholm delivers flowers.
¨

There's also a picture to this on page one, and I'll translate the caption:

Gösta Ekman was on Saturday evening's performance of Fedja object of grand
celebrations. An artistic oration with thanks from friends and admirers of his art was
delivered, to ovations from the audience. The text is in an article in the paper.
Above we see Vladimir Semitjov hand it over to Gösta Ekman-Fedja.

It seems Vladimir (to the right) was a good friend of Gösta Ekman, who was
a superstar at the time. That's something! This grand man unfortunately
died, AFAIK during a surgical operation (I don't know what illness he had),

February 6 1939. There were death 
notices already the next day in eg 
Svenska Dagbladet (February 7, 
excerpts):

Author Vladimir
Semitjov died
Monday at Maria
hospital in
Stockholm,
almost 57 years
old. He was an
engineer by
trade but later
went to the
press. Until the
Bolshevik
revolution he
worked as
journalist in then

Petrograd. For a time he edited a newspaper in Kaukasus, but after the advance of the
Reds he had to flee from there. As many other Russian emigrants Semitjov and his
family went west from Constantinopel in 1919. In Deutschgabel in Bohemia he found
temporary sanctuary and work. American YMCA hired him for their relief work during
the difficult post-war years. 1923 he moved with wife and children to Stockholm where
he managed to be hired as a stage worker at Råsunda filmtown, where he met Mauritz
Stiller who encouraged him to begin writing. He wrote a short story, ""One against
Three" which was published in a weeklie. … he wrote fantastic stories in the Jules
Verne style and at the time of his death he had a half-finished novel, "I Knock on the
Door to Sweden". All who came in contact with him liked this big Russian who was so
proud of his acquired Swedish citizenship, He was a magnificent socialite, talented and
entertaining, but also a good human being, whose faithful handshake and bright eyes
you won't forget.

There's a similar death notice in Dagens Nyheter the same day, where we also
learn that his mother in Petrograd was Swedish, born Liljewall, which might
have helped him getting a Swedish citizenship. I won't reproduce DN's obituary
but I'll quote the end:



The many of us here who came to know Vladimir Semitjov personally have only one opinion: he was a man of 
rare noble, good-hearted character, who with admirable courage under hard circumstances took up the 
struggle for his family's existence and did his duty. His being was in good or bad times heart-warming and 
open, with a modest philosophy of life and a great ability to make and keep friends, who long will  respect and 
care for the memory of "Volodja".
'

These are words that really touches you! Vladimir Semitjov must have been a
very special man. The half-finished book mentioned before, could have been
the basis for the later family biography Viktor Somov's Diary, based on notes
by Vladimir and in 1985 edited, translated and published by his sons Eugen
and Volodja ("Somov" was a pseudonym Vladimir used sometimes). It's a very
fine account of the family's struggle getting away from the Bolsheviks, moving
through Europe and finally coming to Sweden.
  As somewhat of a celebrity there was of course also a report from his funeral,
in Svenska Dagbladet, February 13 1939:

The dust of author Vladimir Semitjov was on Sunday committed to the final rest in
Lindingö church. The church in beautiful decorations was full to the last seat. /It was
a Greek-Catholic-Orthodox ceremony./ A choir of compatriots sung and Dr de
Roubetz held a memorial address about the deceased. After first speaking in Russian
he then turned to Vladimir Semitjov's Swedish friends and thanked them for their
actions for him when he first came to Sweden as a refugee. /Then a Bible quote on
this subject./ Editor Karl Johan Rådström spoke by the coffin. From the stage society
Kottarna miss Inga Olsson gave a last farewell and read a poem. After the act an old friend of the dead, miss 
Elsa Berglund, sang. Finally the coffin was carried out in procession together with the choir and brought to 
Lindingö cemetery to be buried. The many flower arrangements were around 50, notably a wreath from the 
publisher Åhlen & Åkerlund.

But we are not finished with the Semitjovs. Far from! Both of Vladimir's sons made their marks in 
history. First we have Vlaidimir "Volodja" Semitjov (1912-1985) and I quote
from http://immigrantinstitutet.se/immi.se/kultur/authors/ryssar/semitjov2.htm

"Volodja trained as an engineer and then turned into writing. He was war
correspondent for Dagens Nyheter and followed the collapse of Poland during WWII
as Hitler invaded, and was a reporter during the Finnish-Russian war on the Karelian
peninsula, he was present as Israel was founded and witnessed their first war with
the Arabs, etc. He also wrote around 40 film manuscripts. In the 1950's he wrote the
manuscript to Swedish film's big international success, Per Olof Ekström's "One
Summer of Happiness".

Based on Ekström's novel this film (1951), 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Summer_of_Happiness , made a major

international splash, since the actress Ulla Jacobsson had
short sequences of nudeness! A major scandal, long lines
around the block and the beginning of what came to be
known as Swedish Sin. It's available on Youtube, with
English subtitles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=YJcCLUlr8ec  As Ingmar Bergman followed with more
nudity in "Summer with Monika" (1953) even president
Eisenhower took notice and warned the world about the 
"sin, nudity, drunkenness and suicides" there on the Scandinavian peninsula... 
http://www.nordstjernan.com/news/sweden/6415/

"She Danced One Summer" 
is the Swedish title of the film 
manuscripted by Volodja 
Semitjov. To the left a scene 
from it. Dirty, dirty!

Language note: Swedish transcription of the Russian Cyrillic alphabet differs from English. Transcription in 
English would be something like "Semichev", but I use the Swedish version. Playing with Google Translate I 
find "Semi" should mean "family, home" or something similar and "tjov/chev" is probably a grammatical suffix 
of some sort. Let me know if you have a better idea of what "Semitjov" means!

http://www.nordstjernan.com/news/sweden/6415/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJcCLUlr8ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJcCLUlr8ec
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Summer_of_Happiness
http://immigrantinstitutet.se/immi.se/kultur/authors/ryssar/semitjov2.htm


  I knew his little brother, Eugen Semitjov (1923-1987), who became a
skilled artist, author and space journalist, writing about the coming space
age long before everyone else, commenting the Apollo landing on TV, and
winning the biggest Swedish journalism award for his reporting. I first met

him in the late 1970's on an sf con and later he was a
columnist for the popular tech/science mag
Teknikmagasinet, which I worked for. He used to drop in
to our editorial office and sit there in a corner talking
about space and his life. I also did a long interview with
him for my sf newsletter SF-Journalen.
  I have enormous amounts of newspaper material with
Eugen, so it's difficult to choose and the EAPA OE may
go mad if this issue goes up to 50 pages... But let's start
from the very beginning, with his very first published
artwork, from Svenska Dagbladet, May 7 1931 (right) at
age 7. Eugen inherited his father's interest in technical stuff  and turned to flying 
model aeroplanes. The years 1938-39 I find four mentions of his results from 
model aeroplane competitions. An example, from Svenska Dagbladet, November 
7 1938:

One of the young contestants
proudly releases his machine …
On Sunday 45 pupils competed
for five hours on
Ladugårdsgärde in flying
furtherest and for longest time
with their model aeroplanes …
Best individual result was
reached by Eugen Semitjov,
Vasa Real school, with 139
seconds

No wonder that Eugen did his
military service during WWII
as a mechanic with the Air

Force on an airbase near Stockholm. While
doing that he invented and drew the comics
character "Allan Kämpe" (kämpe = fighter),
which appeared in many newspapers, also
abroad as far away as Argentina. He came to
produce it for about 10 years. The hero works for
the Brain Trust and together with his friends and
scientific machines he averts disasters and fights
for justice. It's a bit like Edmond Hamilton's
Captain Future, who at the time appeared in the
pulp mag Jules Verne Magasinet. Eugen also
made a wonderful little film about how "Allan
Kämpe was born", here on Youtube:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3ZXj1OTdgbQ&t=29s

"Tennis is a game, at the same 
time a sport, and Eugen 
Semitjov, 7, has managed to 
catch the tennis players' 
movements really well in his 
painting."

It became a matter of the highest interest when the
Florida Aquarium became a victim of a loan shark.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZXj1OTdgbQ&t=29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZXj1OTdgbQ&t=29s


Eugen would also work for Jules Verne Magasinet, doing
several cover illos for instance. But his venture into comics
began with a small strip about A Boy and His Dog (hear,
Harlan!) from 1943 in Dagens Nyheter, though it didn't catch on
(see right). A distraction was perhaps that he just as his father
knew his way around the theatre stage. From Expressen, 
September 18 1948, from the premiere of the musical "White
Horse" at the Oscars theatre:

It was nude and cute and flower arrangements...Under a giant
basket of golden blonde braids we found countess Edith Oxenstierna
d'Amanta, surrounded by a court of cavaliers, and together with

Eugen Semitjov and Hans
Graucob conversed with
charming Madeleine
Posse.

The newspaper
Expressen also sent
Eugen to England in 1950 to do the 
drawings to a report about this new 
thing called "television", which hadn't 
started in Sweden yet. A full page 
article came February 1 that year, but 
I'll skip it. In a notice in Aftonbladet, 
September 25 that year, we read that 
"Eugen Semitjov has been appointed 
advertising director of Tonefilm, after 
Olle Hellbom who now will 
concentrate on writing manuscripts" 
so at that time he was into ads, where
I guess he could use his artistic 
talents. Hellbom would later be 
famous for doing beloved film/TV 
adaptions of many of Astrid Lindgren's
books.
  But he'd soon raise his eyes towards
space. The first of many space 
articles, where he'd usually both write 
the text and do the art, could have 
been the one in Expressen, April 1 
1950, "Come along to the Atomic 
Power Plant Which We Have Longed 
for This Winter", and with that he 
means the sun. The sun is a part of 
space, last time I checked...

Who hasn't longed for the sun this 
winter? It has been darker, we think, and 
colder than any year. Now the sun will 
finally emerge. Do you want to see it 
close up? Since its 150 million km from 
us we must approach it in a fantasy 

Captions: Flaming cascades 
spurts from inside the sun to 
enormous heights, where 
they hover like glowing 
clouds. And: Life of a star. 
From, a giant cool mass of 
gas it compresses to a white 
glowing sphere, to later once 
more cool down while it 
shrinks. Our own sun has 
passed peak of warmth - but 
it's nothing to worry about.



vehicle to do a closer presentation. So we imagine we are in a space rocket, armoured to withstand the 
immense heat and equipped with many layers of protective glass to dampen the intensive radiation. We notice
that the sun's contour is blander, weaker than the inner globe. The darker nuance  means the outer layer is a 
gas, you could say the sun has an "atmosphere" of glowing gas which becomes thicker going inwards turning 
into the more compact sun mass. An area is covered with dark spots - the sunspots. In reality they aren't dark, 
they glow with a reddish light many hundred of times stronger than a full moon, but drowns completely by the 
gleaming sun surface and thus seem dark. The spots comes from huge cyclones in the sun's atmosphere. It's 
vortexes of such a size that they could swallow the Earth up to 20 times. The spots are flaming cascades from 
the eternal atomic explosions inside the sun. They penetrate the surface and throw up to enormous heights 
where they hover like flaming clouds - protuberances. Their shapes makes thoughts go to atomic clouds over 
Bikini. The constant renewal is the key to the riddle of the sun, the answer to the question from many 
generations: why don't the sun go out, when will it fade, what will happen then? If the sun had only been a 
glowing mass, like a piece of hot iron, it would have gone out within a few thousand years, killed by the cold 
universe. But the sun has existed and burned for billions of years, and it will probably burn for that long more. 
If you could take a fragment of the sun atmosphere in a test tube to analyse you'd find it consists of atoms that
fall apart. Towards the core the decay increases and the centre consists entirely of shattered atoms, 
compressed under the huge pressure of 50 000 000 000 Earth atmospheres, with a temperature of 25 000 
000 degrees C. If a pinhead was that hot its radiated heat would burn everything within km. The sun rotates 
around its axis, one turn every 26 days. Its mass is so flowing that the poles rotates slower than the equator.

The article continues with talking about the supergiant Antares, colder and so "thin" you could fly 
through it as with air (if it was even colder) and Eugen also informs us stars will burn out eventually, 
grow redder and colder and finally collapse. But one glitch: he says the sun has atoms "falling apart", 
which is only true in the sense at atoms are a plasma where they've lost their electrons - otherwise 
the atoms are rather fusing, as we know now! However, the exact workings of its fusion was just 
emerging in the 1950's so Eugen may be excused. Things were happening in his personal life...
  From a report of a premiere of a show at the Folkan theatre in Afonbladet, Maj 17 1951, we learn 
that Eugen has snatched himself a little lady, one Inga Brink. The caption (next page) says: "Ernst 
Eklund, Inga Brink and fiance Eugen Semitjov." She looks at him lovingly, doesn't she! And it would 
later turn serious, as we see in Expressen's gossip column, August 25
1952, "It is said...":

That the perky little Inga Brink will get married. The second church
announcement for her and editor Eugen Semitjov came yesterday and in the
autumn the wedding bells will ring. Inga will BTW go to Malmö, where she'll play
the female lead in "The Rainbow", which will have Swedish premiere in early
October. Eugen has this summer written an adventure novel for youngsters,
"Four Film Frames" and have just begun with a new book. And more news: the
couple have acquired a nice studio apartment in Blackeberg.

Blackeberg is a Stockholm suburb, maybe 10 km to the west. The
Tunnelbana (metro) had just opened in that direction the year before and
modern couples would of course want to be near it. A small notice in Expressen December 30 1952 
says they married that day and they plan to honeymoon in France by car. (I know they divorced later 
and Eugen re-married. But I don't have details. It wasn't in the newspapers or maybe I didn't look 
hard enough.) They married in 
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December, but it
took some time
before their
honeymoon.
Maybe it was
because Eugen
was busy winning
a competition.
Aftonbladet June
16 1953, 
"Winner":

Aftonbladet's artist
Eugen Semitjov won first prize in the competition announced by the National Association for Safe Traffic about
eg best drawing for traffic propaganda. Semitjov was awarded for e picture page in Aftonbladet about "The last
miss of life". Today he has begun a car trip south with his wife operetta singer Inga Brink, to try out his own 
traffic safety on southern roads.

A real boost for his space stuff was the series of articles announced 
November 18 1953 in Aftonbladet, "Science defeats space":

Adventure writers no longer have exclusive rights to rocket flight through space. 
Science has entered the field and rushes on fast. Aftonbladet lets artist Eugen 
Semitjov explore the latest science, It will be presented in a series of fascinated 
picture pages. The first is published today.

I think Eugen by this time had left the advertising agency and he was now 
free-lancing, mostly for Aftonbladet. But I know he would also take up the 
weekly family magazines, where he could get more space for texts and 
also get his artwork published in colour. The Aftonbladet series here 
mentioned included eg;

  18 November: "We arm ourselves for space", on high altitude jets and flying in 
a parable to get weightlessness.
  25 November: "Space not for women"Monotonous life in space too 
demanding", it would take at least 63 days to Mars for instance (it takes longer, 
but here he counts on reaching a higher speed).
  12 December: "To find your way among the stars", you must navigate in three 
dimensions, and in the US they are building a mechanical space navigation 
simulator.

  I' not sure I could find all articles in the series, but it seems Eugen soon 
got another article series, starting January 21 1954 under the title "Around

space". This time he would take us to the planets and other bodies in our solar system. I'm not 
reproducing all of this, since it would take a heavy toll on the file size of this PDF. And in fact, Eugen 
was now hot as a supernova when it comes to space material! I find about 50 articles by him from the
1950's alone, and I might not have found everything - and besides, he had just as much or maybe 
more in the weeklies! And his output continued in the 1960's when the space race became real. 
Beside this he wrote a lot of books. Swedish Wikipedia https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Semitjov 
counts to:

  8 fiction books/novels, mostly for a young adult audience
  2 comics album, Allan Kämpe of course!
  9 non-fiction books, mostly space, science and "fantastic" things
  2 biographies, one about his father and family, one his own illustrated sort of autobio, title "The Space Artist"

https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Semitjov


  And to this hundreds of articles covering the space age, probably before any other Swedish reporter.
And his excellent drawings and paintings must amount to thousands. I own one Eugen Semitjov 
original. I don't now if his status is such that it's worth silly amounts of money - but it should, if it was 
up to me! Now let's have a look at a classic (next page) his page one to Aftonbladet October 5 1957, 
after the news of Sputink, headline:
  "THE RUSSO MOON CAN BE SEEN HERE Around the world in 95 minutes - USA congratulations 
- YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO SEE THE ARTIFICIAL MOON". The short news text on page 1 isn't by 
Eugen, because he was busy fixing the rather accurate artwork. He once told me how it went...
  Sputnik was of course a total surprise (even if the Soviets actually had announced they intended to 
launch a satellite, I guess most didn't believe them) and the news came just before the newspaper's 
deadline. The editors of course called Eugen and asked for A Fast One to illustrate the front page. 
Eugen set to work with an incredible speed. He knew the approximate orbit and it's impressive how 
he made Sputnik a silver ball. The only thing he got slightly wrong was that the antennas should be 
swept back, but all in all it's an amazingly good Fast One! The newspaper sent a messenger to pick 
up the drawing, a boy who sat there and became more and more nervous. Finally Eugen just needed 
to include the moon, but since it was near a Douglas Adams Deadline (you know the sound of such 
swishing by) he took out an astronomy book, cut out a moon picture there and glued it on. Finished! 
The news text reads:

The artificial moon the Russians surprised the world with by launching it yesterday, can with great probability 
be seen in Sweden tonight in clear weather. It is 900 km up and orbits the Earth in 1h35m. The orbit goes with 
a little deviation over the poles. The Russomoon is a metal globe full of instruments  weighing 83.6 kg, having 
a diameter of 58 cm, ie somewhat bigger than the moon the Americans have presented. The Russomoon 
transmits radio signals on 15 and 7.3 m wavelength. The signals have been received by British radio amateurs
who describes the sound this way: it sounds like a cricket but a bit coarser. Swedish short wave listeners have
also heard similar signals. The satellite was launched with a multi-stage rocket - as fuel is consumed, rockets 
fall off. Final speed was 29 000 km/h. American scientists have congratulated their defeaters, who won the 
space race with about a month. Caption: The satellite orbit is about 35 degrees off the equator. This means it 
will go over every part of Earth between 25 degrees north and 65 degrees South - in Sweden it will  be visible 
up towards Skellefteå. This drawing is by AB artist Eugen Semitjov.

  (I'm sorry if you find the Swedish text hard to read. It's not ideal to reduce tabloid format to A4!)
  That Eugen could get so much right - eg the orbit he draws crosses Skellefteå! - must partly be 
because he was one of few science journalists in the west who could talk to the Russians in their own
language. I'm not sure how strong his Russian was. Eugen was born in Sweden in a Russian 
household. But obviously his Russian must have been good enough. He told me how fascinated he 
was sitting in the Moscow metro and suddenly realise ha understood what people around him said!
  Eugen, nicknamed "Genie", was a great guy of many talents. He supported us when we in the 
1980's founded the Swedish Space Movement group (which later fell apart in a mess too intricate to 
go into here) and was made honorary member, of course. I wish he was alive today, because he'd be 
excited about all the buzz around the space activities going on now: finding new planets with super 
telescopes, probing Mars for life, aiming for the Moon and soon Mars, the reusable, giant rockets 
from Space X, space plane tourism, and much more.
  Time to wrap things up - with myself. What has been designated as the "official national" Swedish sf
convention is called Swecon, running in that capacity for a couple of decades. But the first of our 
cons to be called Swecon was actually in 1982, though we then didn't call it the "official national" con 
(there were also Swecons in 1983 and 1985). There's been sf cons almost every year here since 
1956, and the system used to be that anyone who felt like doing an sf convention...just did it. Many 
years have had 2-3 cons. 1980 was a record year with six Swedish sf cons, most of them small, 50-
100 attenting or so, big cons would have 150-250 (the record is Eurocon 2011 with 750...).
  Anyway, I have often been the press agent for cons, since I think I know a bit how media works. It 
wasn't intentional, but as I mailed out a press release about Swecon 82 morning paper Dagens  



Nyheter's Stockholm supplement På Stan wanted to make an article interviewing me. It could have 
been because the reporter was Swedish fandom's Secret Contact on that paper, Martin Stugart, but 
he should know better than misspelling my name! I'll give you some excerpts of the article, published 
November 20 1982, also featuring Sverifandom's Grand Old Man Lars-Olov Strandberg (Fan-GoH of
the 2005 Worldcon, if you remember!) Headline "Science fiction and fanzines on SWECON 82", 
captions "AE Stockholm's biggest sf fan. He has painted the walls himself, a glittering starry sky." 



And: "Lars-Olov Strandberg, 
fandom's granddad in 
Sweden." 

One of Swedens more 
unknown popular movements, 
fandom, has a convention in 
town this weekend. Sf fans 
from all of Sweden plus so me 
from Norway, Denmark and 
Finland meet in the Medicine 
Student House near Karolinska
Institute for three days of 
intensive socialising, films, 
panels, lectures, room parties 
etc. Fandom .- what is it? A way
socialise, some say. A way of 
life others say. It often starts 
that you by accident slip into a 
convention. Once in fandom 
you begin doing fanzines, 
mimeoed papers, go to club 
meetings where you 
increasingly initiated trade 
gossip about those not there  
Ahrvid Engholm tells us all of 
this on a visit to his one-roomer
in Gröndal. He is one of those 
burning for fandom … and a bit 
respected for his fanzine 
Fanytt, which with unfailing 
precision tells what has 
happened in the movement 
lately. Nothing passes Ahrvid 
by, who spends a lot of time, 
efforts and money on his 
hobby.
¨  "OK, it costs but you get 
much out of it that it evens out. 
An sf fan consumes many 

books per months so your knowledge of English grows hugely. And you get a lot of new friends, fun and 
interesting people who makes your life richer. AE has been active for about six years - longer than that is rare 
that interests for the demanding fandom lasts. … An exception is Lars-Olov Strandberg, arch-fan with 25 years
of experience. He is as usual one of the organisers.
  "That I've been around so long is partly due to the cool and fascinating literature. But even more the feeling 
of being at home, a feeling growing stronger over the years. In the beginning it was an odd activity: people 
didn't take sf seriously. So we went somewhat underground and had it nice and cosy together.
  It took until the 1970s for sf to be accepted as a literary art form, perhaps after the successful moon landing 
in 1969 and film successes like 2001 and later Star Wars.
  "That was noticeable in fandom too. More came to our conventions, with the top in 1976. Since interest has 
gone down again, for whatever reason … Without an inner core fandom wouldn't survive. And it's strange, 
wherever you come in the world home to fans, you see the same colourful paperbacks in the shelves and you 
recognise the jargon."

Lars-Olov  - another great guy, much missed! - had  then been a fan for about 26 years, counting 
from his first con. I felt at the time he had been a fan forever, since Hugo Gernsback lay in the cradle 
or something. But I realise now to my shock that I have now been in fandom 18 years longer than he 
had at that time! I suddenly feel so old and worn out... What a sad world! Paper fanzines are gone 
with all the mimeographs, on cons you see droves of clueless neo-fringefans who call our holy stuff 
"sci-fi" and dress in silly costumes, sf magazines just fold, few know about Walt Willis, and on top of 



all a bloody virus from outer space to make everything apocalyptically topsy turvy. And you have now 
been in this for the better part of five decades! Nextish will be #100 - how come? Roscoe, help us...

M--l-ng Co--en-s
Henry Grynnsten:  I read through it all, and though I'm not sure I understood everything, I land on 
that your piece can be summarised: "God exists, as he is a meme and memes exist." OK...or?  It 
seems like a statement that is void of contents. It's like saying Mickey Mouse exists because he is in 
drawings and animations in comic books and cartoon films, and those exist. OK, those drawings exist
- but it's clear that Mickey Mouse does not exist the form of a little mouse that wears costumes and 
can speak! God and Mickey Mouse are just ideas (a meme is just an idea that spreads) and the 
question then becomes: Does ideas exist?
   Yes. And No. You can't touch an idea (or a meme), observe it in a microscope, put it in a test tube 
to analyse. But on the other hand, ideas do seem to have some kind of existence. We can define an 
idea and describe it. You can even get legal possession (of a kind, limited in time and in other ways) 
of ideas through copyright and patents. An idea can have effects. The idea of communism had for 
instance 100+ million killed as an effect. But we come back to one of the most fundamental 
hypotheses in philosophy, thousands of years old: Plato and his thoughts about the "world of ideas", 
which he thought was even more real than the physical world. Wild Ideas' piece "The God of Memes"
to me just seems to follow Plato, and whether his idea is substantial or not is even to this day 
inconclusive.
  A couple of other things. I quote "you can not understand God literally". But the thing is that many - 
even most - who are religious do take the idea of God literally! So that must be the basis in a 
discussion about religion. Interesting idea, this: "Psilocybe cubensis, which was picked and eaten by 
our ancestors. Now this mushroom has hallucinogenic properties, and according to the theory 
affected the brains in a way that eventually gave rise to language and culture." One can very well 
imagine that a substance that kicks the brain around could have played a role in causing the sort of 
quantum leap that language is. (But there are more theories of the origin of language, eg
the Bow-wow, the Pooh-pooh, the Ding-dong, the Yo-he-ho and the Ta-ta theories... 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_language .)
  William McCabe: You sound like defending Mr Floyd being crushed to death, which doesn't go 
down well with me. The autopsies said nothing about drugs being in his system to the amount 
influencing the outcome. The thing with counting "excessive deaths" is that those numbers are really 
quite stable every year, unless there are external factors in play. And then we know that those factors 
are the cause. I agree that a number of corona deaths are probably not caused by the virus, its 
fatalities with corona, not by corona, and the difference is something excessive death figures can 
catch (see my earlier comment on this). Since numbers are quite similar every year, deaths with X 
but not from X will be known. BTW, I sometimes write near the limits of my own understanding...
  Garth Spencer: I've been checking the URL you gave, but no Confabulation there yet. BTW, I have 
summarised my fandom history research. (I sent you a copy of Fandboken, though it's in Swedish...)
  R Greame Cameron: Unfortunately I don't like Zoom meetings or any other such thing where you 
are supposed to sit in front of a webcam in real time. I like on-line activities to be things I can do in my
own speed, at my own time. I wouldn't mind, however, to be a passive onlooker, to watch something 
but without having to show my own ugly face. I have often suggested that sf cons should broadcast 
eg panels and lectures over the net! Nice that you have cons about writing sf! There are no such 
ones here, though I'd love to attend one. I too had contacts with the guys from Chernobylisation, 
Alexander and Boris. I met Alexander on last year's Irish Worldcon BTW. Yeah, the corona thing 
hasn't been handled particularly well south of the border. Mr Trump hasn't exactly helped... But I do 
stand behind the Swedish strategy, with its average results (which are good, without lockdown!) and it
will possibly/probably pay off well in the longer run. BTW, here's a recent interview with Dr Anders 
Tegnell, our chief epidemiologist, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xh9wso6bEAc
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